PORTFOLIO BUILDER

WHAT IS THE RETIREMENT PLAN ฿™
PORTFOLIO BUILDER?
The Retirement Plan ฿™ Portfolio Builder is the
fastest and easiest way to set up a Bitcoin and crypto
centered Retirement Plan that considers the unique
risks of the Bitcoin and crypto industry. Retirement
Plan ฿™ Portfolio Builder is set up with the long term
in mind through a global asset protection structure
that is easy to pass on when inheritance planning.

The highest performing asset for
10 of the last 12 years and the
highest performance in history

WHY
BITCOIN?

Bitcoin is risky as it's only been with us for *12 years, but equally it has been the
highest performing asset for **10 of the last 12 years and the highest
performing investment in history.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future returns, but companies like Tesla,
government states like Miami, banks like Goldman Sachs, billionaires like Sir
Richard Branson, famous hedge fund managers like Paul Tudor Jones and
everyday people all around the world are allocating a percentage of their
savings, company reserves and retirement funds into Bitcoin as a form of
protection from traditional market uncertainty, banks and governments.

Paul Tudor Jones
*from the date of publishing this brochure 2021
** from the date of publishing this brochure 2021

Sir Richard Branson

Bitcoin gives individuals the ability to own their own
money and protect themselves from bank bail-ins
like we saw after the 2008 financial crisis.

Bitcoin gives people the ability to spend money
digitally, globally and freely without any middlemen
to stop, charge fees and block legal transactions.

Bitcoin has a completely fixed supply of 21 million
Bitcoin that can never be changed. Traditional
currency is continually printed, diluting its value and
making those that save it work harder.

THIS IS WHY MORE AND
MORE COMPANIES,
GOVERNMENTS AND
INDIVIDUALS ARE
LOOKING TO BITCOIN.

WHAT IS NEEDED TO BUILD A
RETIREMENT PLAN CENTERED
AROUND BITCOIN?
A diversified Bitcoin and crypto centered retirement
plan has to meet several criteria to meet the
Retirement Plan ฿™ investment philosophy that was
originally developed by the longest standing company
in Bitcoin - BnkToTheFuture.com and early Bitcoin
investor Simon Dixon.

WHO IS
BNKTOTHEFUTURE.COM?
BnkToTheFuture.com is the world's largest online investing platform for
investing in the equity of Bitcoin, FinTech and Crypto companies. Investors have
invested almost $1bn in the shares of companies such as Coinbase, Robinhood,
Kraken, BitStamp, BitFinex, Blockchain.com and many of the largest companies
in the sector. BnkToTheFuture.com is the brand and company behind Retirement
Plan ฿™.

WHO IS SIMON DIXON?
Simon Dixon is the author of the
very first published book in the
world to include Bitcoin .

Simon Dixon spoke at the very first
non-US Bitcoin conference in the world.
He spoke at the very first non-US Bitcoin conference in the world
and is an early investor in over 100 companies that built the
Bitcoin industry including Coinbase, Kraken, BitStamp, BitFinex,
Circle, Blockchain.com, BitPay and many others.

Simon Dixon is the Co-Founder & CEO of
BnkToTheFuture.com that has invested almost $1bn in the
industry and he is also the creator of Retirement Plan ฿™.

The early investor in over 100 companies that built
the Bitcoin industry.

and many others…

IMPLEMENT
Accumulate Bitcoin

What Is The Criteria
Of The Retirement
Plan ฿™ Approach?
Tax & Inheritance
in Mind

Built to Last

Accumulate
More Bitcoin

Generates
Compounded
Income

Survives
Bitcoin Bear
Markets

Diversification

01 | Accumulate Bitcoin
Retirement Plan ฿™’s goal is to accumulate as much Bitcoin as possible in an
investors retirement plan so it benefits from any long term growth whilst
managing a number of risks through diversifying using the wider crypto markets
and crypto assets.
Retirement Plan ฿™ is centered around the accumulation of Bitcoin as a long term
speculative store of value.

02 | Accumulate More Bitcoin
Outside of Bitcoin there are thousands of crypto assets that meet different needs
and use cases. Retirement Plan ฿™ uses the wider crypto markets in order to
accumulate more Bitcoin using a more conservative risk managed approach.
A percentage of Retirement Plan ฿™ should capitalise on the growth of
alternative decentralised financial products. The goal is to diversify risks whilst
taking larger risks to accumulate more Bitcoin.

03 | Generates Compounded Income
Retirement Plan ฿™ uses alternative lending products to generate compounded
income in a risk managed environment. A percentage of the retirement Plan ฿™
benefits from both the growth in the value of Bitcoin, but also generates
compounded income.

04 | Survives Bitcoin Bear Markets
Bitcoin is extremely volatile and can crash very fast and very hard. Retirement
Plan ฿™ uses more advanced equity and stablecoin strategies in order to protect
it from some of the downside risk in a Bitcoin bear market to benefit from the
hard times. A percentage of Retirement Plan ฿™ is used to perform and generate
income in a Bitcoin bear market using stablecoins and also invest in the shares of
Bitcoin and crypto companies that benefit from both bull and bear markets for
qualifying investors.

05 | Diversification
If one strategy goes wrong, Retirement Plan ฿™ is designed to be able to rely on
other strategies by diversifying different risks. Retirement Plan ฿™ manages
risks by diversifying across 5 Bitcoin and crypto strategies.

06 | Built To Last
Retirement Plan ฿™ uses the best elements of a handful of diversified global
jurisdictions and partners to perform different functions and maximise asset
protection, custody, Trust structures and easy inheritance planning.
Jurisdictions include the best of Cayman Islands, Hong Kong, UK and US.

07 | Asset Protection & Inheritance in Mind
Retirement Plan ฿™ is designed to provide a long term asset protection
structure, assets are legally separate from other customers through your own
trust account and it simplifies the tax categorization of cryptocurrency
transactions reducing the administration associated with maintaining a crypto
portfolio.
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SIMON DIXON COULD NOT
FIND IT ANYWHERE…

It’s the Retirement Plan that Simon
Dixon always wanted, but could not
find and therefore created it for
himself. He is now making it
available to the world who wish to
benefit from the growth of Bitcoin
and the wider crypto markets the
smart way.

…So he created it for himself.
And now it’s available for you.

HOW DOES THE RETIREMENT
PLAN ฿™ PORTFOLIO BUILDER WORK?
The Retirement Plan ฿™ Portfolio Builder is the easiest, most cost effective and
fastest way to get started building a retirement plan that meets the 7 criteria
listed above. This is achieved in 3 simple steps when you setup your Retirement
Plan ฿™ Portfolio Builder:

Your Own Asset Protection Structure
We setup a low cost Asset Protection Structure for you to hold
your Retirement Plan ฿™ assets in a tax efficient jurisdiction
(owned by you, owned by your family trust/ Retirement Plan
provider, owned by your company).

Your Own Custody Account
We set up a custody account for you where all your funds and
assets are held on trust in the name of the entity with a
regulated custodian.

Your Own Strategy Mix
All funds you send to your account are automatically
invested in line with your personalised Retirement Plan ฿™
strategy mix every time you deposit funds.

You build your Retirement Plan ฿™, gain complete exposure to Bitcoin and the
wider crypto markets the smart way.

WHAT ARE THE 5 RETIREMENT
PLAN ฿™ STRATEGIES?
Strategy 1
Invest a lump sum then a set amount each month into Bitcoin.

Strategy 2
Invest a set amount each month into a diversified high risk, high
return portfolio of FinTech private equity companies consisting of
both early stage startups and more established crypto companies.
This option is only available to qualifying investors.

Strategy 3
Invest a set amount each month into Bitcoin and receive a Bitcoin
denominated interest rate for lending your Bitcoin and re-invest
your Bitcoin returns each period you receive it for compounding.

Strategy 4
Invest a set amount each month into a USD denominated
stablecoin that pays a variable APR assuming it maintains its
peg to the dollar while you re-invest your USD stablecoin
returns each period for compounding.

Strategy 5
Invest a set amount each month into Ether and receive a Ether
denominated return for lending it, while you re-invest your
Ether returns each period for compounding. This allows you to
benefit from faster moving innovation and the backbone of
Decentralised Finance (DeFi).

AUTOMATE
WHAT IS A RETIREMENT
PLAN ฿™ STRATEGY MIX?
We have 8 strategy mixes available (see registration form for all 8 options).
Below are the 2 most popular strategy mixes.

High Risk RP฿™ Strategy Mix (With Equity)

High Risk RP฿™ Strategy Mix

Strategy Mix #4: High Risk RP฿™ Strategy Mix (With Equity)

Strategy 1

Bitcoin Investing 40%

Strategy 4

Ether Lending 15%

Strategy 2

Crypto Equity Investing 15%

Strategy 5

Stablecoin Lending 15%

Strategy 3

Bitcoin Lending 15%

Strategy Mix #8: High Risk RP฿™ Strategy Mix

Strategy 1

Bitcoin Investing 40%

Strategy 3

Ether Lending 20%

Strategy 2

Bitcoin Lending 20%

Strategy 4

Stablecoin Lending 20%

WANT TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE RP฿™
INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY?
For those that want to understand the subject better, we created a completely
FREE 4 Part Video Series that can be found at www.RetirementPlanB.com as well
as a 7 week Online Coaching Program for those that really want to dig deep
into the topic. Full details on the Online Coaching Program is described in the
fourth video.

Online Coaching Program

READY TO IMPLEMENT &
AUTOMATE NOW?
As soon as we launched the Retirement Plan ฿™ Portfolio Builder we became
oversubscribed. We are now getting ready for our next group of investors who
want to build their Retirement Plan ฿™ with us.
To join the waiting list, pre-register online using the link below.

PRE-REGISTER
HERE

www.RetirementPlanB.com/portfolio
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Feel free to send us your questions by
email on the following link:
www.RetirementPlanB.com/rpb_contact_us

DISCLAIMERS
Information contained in this brochure and any associated videos or materials provided herein from
www.BnkToTheFuture.com, www.RetirementPlanB.com or affiliated website or other third party
website are for educational purposes only. Under no circumstances are we providing you with
financial, legal or tax advice. You acknowledge that you are solely responsible for any losses as a result
of your own trading or investment activities. Any content referring to past performance is not an
indication of future performance. Any third party service provider referred to in content is not an
endorsement or recommendation to use the same.
Bnk To TheFuture is registered as a securities business with the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority
(CIMA No.1189274). The BnkToTheFuture.com website is owned and operated by Bnk To The Future
(company number 296093) Incorporated and registered in Cayman Islands under the Companies Law
2013.
Investing in private placements, Cryptocurrencies, security tokens and early stage businesses involves
a high degree of risk, including, but not limited to, illiquidity, lack of dividends, loss of investment and
dilution, and those investors who cannot afford to lose their entire investment should not invest.
Purchases of Tokens and Cryptocurrencies are even higher risk including, but not limited to, complete
loss of capital, regulatory & tax uncertainty, cyber-security attacks, Blockchain risks and no
shareholder rights.
BnkToTheFuture.com is targeted exclusively at investors who are sufficiently sophisticated to
understand these risks and make their own investment decisions.
You will only be able to invest via BnkToTheFuture.com once you are registered as sufficiently
sophisticated. Investments may lose value, there are no guarantees, securities and investments are
not FDIC Insured and neither BnkToTheFuture, its affiliated companies, nor our affiliated brokerdealers BMI Capital International LLC. offer investment, legal or tax advice.
US residents agree to register with BMI Capital International LLC, a registered US broker-dealer with
FINRA and member of SIPC, who operate sections of BnkToTheFuture.com where Regulation D
offerings filed with the SEC are conducted. Activities with respect to US resident investors are
conducted by BMI Capital International LLC. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or
training. Individuals and firms may only transact business in a jurisdiction after satisfying its licensing
and qualification requirements or after being excluded or exempted.
The information available in this brochure is not intended to be a substitute for independent
professional advice and should not be relied upon. Bnk To The Future highly recommends all Users to
seek advice from qualified professionals. Bnk To The Future shall not be liable for any losses as a result
of relying on such information.
BnkToTheFuture Risk Warnings
BnkTotheFuture Terms & Conditions
Retirement Plan ฿™ Online Coaching Program Terms & Conditions

